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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the averaged extinction profiles of
Saharan dust as simulated by the BSC-DREAM8b dust
modeling system for two years (2008-2009), are
evaluated over eleven locations in Greece using active
remote sensing observations from CALIPSO. The mean
extinction profiles simulated by BSC-DREAM8b are in
good agreement with the mean extinction profile
retrievals from CALIPSO measurements in the free
troposphere, with a tendency of CALIPSO to
underestimate the extinction in the PBL.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Mediterranean area is strongly affected by the
presence of desert dust due to its proximity to North
Africa. Limitations on the description of the dust cycle
are mainly related to the lack of enough dense and
regular measurements, but also due to the incomplete
understanding of dust processes such as production,
transport, physical and chemical evolution, optical
properties and removal of dust [1]. Several regional
models for simulation and prediction of the atmospheric
dust cycle have been developed over the past decade
[e.g.2]. These models are essential to complement dustrelated observations and to understand the dust cycle. In
this context, the BSC Dust Regional Atmospheric
Model (BSC-DREAM8b) has reached a level of
delivering reliable operational dust forecasts
(http://www.bsc.es/projects/earthscience/DREAM/)
capable of predicting all the major dust events over the
Mediterranean region [3].
In order to implement new model versions for
operational applications there is a need for extensive
checking and validation with observations. High
resolution vertical profiling observations can be only
achieved from ground-based and satellite lidar
measurements. CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with

Orthogonal Polarization) onboard the NASA/CNRS
CALIPSO satellite provides a first opportunity to study
in detail the performance and the scientific value of a
space-borne aerosol lidar during a long term mission.
CALIOP lidar onboard CALIPSO, provides
information on the vertical distribution of aerosols and
clouds as well as on their optical properties over the
globe with unprecedented spatial resolution [4].
In this study, the mean extinction profile of dust, as
estimated by the BSC-DREAM8b dust modeling
system for two years (2008-2009), is validated over
eleven locations in Greece using active remote sensing
observations from CALIPSO. The comparison is
focused on pure dust observations of CALIPSO
retrievals, in order to avoid the impact of “clean air”
occurrences.
The main objective of the study is to present a
validation method for the dust optical properties
simulated by BSC-DREAM8b, using active remote
sensing techniques from space. The driving force
behind this study is the fact that aerosols over Greece
originate from different sources, including a mineral
dust component mainly due to the proximity to North
African deserts, an anthropogenic component (local and
long-range pollution), and a marine component (mainly
sea spray) [5], making the model evaluation from
ground-based or space observations a challenging task.
Using the extinction profiles of pure dust cases from
CALIPSO, the BSC-DREAM8b extinction profiles
validation can become more quantitative and accurate.
2.

METHODOLOGY
3.1. Satellite measurements

The Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) mission (http://wwwcalipso.larc.nasa.gov/), is an Earth Science observation

The Leveel 2 V3.01 (V
Version 3.01)) extinction pprofile
product iss used in this paper, screenned according to the
Level 3 V
V1.00 CALIP
PSO’s Quality Statements reelease
(http://eossweb.larc.nasaa.gov/PRODO
OCS/calipso/Q
Qualit
y_Summaaries/CALIOP
P_L3AProProdducts_1-00.htm
ml).
Figure 1 shows the eleven locattions used foor the
comparisoon and the 1x1 degree spatiial cells used ffor the
CALIPSO
O retrievals.
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mission tthat launched on April 28,, 2006 and fllies in
nominal oorbital altitudee of 705 km annd an inclinattion of
98 degreees as part of a constellation of Earth-obseerving
satellites known as the “A-train””. The CAL
LIPSO
mission pprovides cruccial lidar and passive sensoors to
obtain uunique data on
o aerosol aand cloud veertical
structure and opticall properties. CALIPSO is an
elasticallyy backscatterred lidar operating at 5322 and
1064 nm,, equipped witth a depolarizaation channel aat 532
nm, provviding high-rresolution veertical profilees of
aerosols aand clouds [6].
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Figuure 2. “Dust” reecordings on CA
ALIPSO data exxamined over
11 llocations in Grreece during thee time period 22008-2009 (in
pareentheses the tootal number C
CALIPSO profiiles used are
dennoted).
Figure 1. The 11 chosenn locations overr Greece and thhe 1x1
degree spaatial cells used ffor the CALIPSO retrievals.

Figure 2 shows the perrcentage of puure dust occurrrences
for CALIIPSO used in the analysis, for each of tthe 11
locations in Greece (with
(
the staations of Ioannnina,
Ptolemaidda, Thessalonniki and Xannthi at the north,
Zakynthoos Messinia Athens and SWGreece in the
south-wesst and Mytilinni, Naxos, andd Finokalia in Crete
in the south-east of thhe country). T
The numbers in the
parenthesses are the total profiles accquired from the 2
years (2008-2009) CAL
LIPSO overpaasses.

3.2. The BSC
C-DREAM8b m
model
C-DREAM8bb [3] is a reggional model designed to
BSC
sim
mulate and/orr predict thee atmosphericc cycle of
minneral dust aerrosol. The Baarcelona Supeercomputing
Cennter maintainss dust forecaast operations with BSCDR
REAM8b andd conducts modeling research and
devvelopments foor short-term prediction (ccurrently at
ww
ww.bsc.es/projects/earthsciennce/DREAM//). During
model integratioon, calculatioon of the suurface dust
injeection fluxes is made oveer the model grid points
decclared as deseerts. Once inj
njected into thhe air, dust
aeroosol is drivenn by the atmoospheric modeel variables:
by turbulent paraameters in the early stage off the process
u
levels;
wheen dust is lifteed from the grround to the upper

by modell winds in the later phases oof the process when
dust travvels away ffrom the souurces; finallyy, by
thermodyynamic processes (atmospheric water phase
changes producing clouds, rainn and dust wet
mospheric moodel and land cover
scavenginng) of the atm
features w
which providee wet and dryy deposition of dust
over the E
Earth surface.

sim
mulations. Largge differencess are observedd for almost
all of the sites att the PBL. Thhis is maybe attributed
a
to
the fact that CALIPSO’s classificationn algorithm
attrributes as “duust” all the aerrosol particless with large
deppolarization ratios.
r
Thus, anthropogeniic activities
thatt produce duust near the ssurface are noot excluded
from
m the calculatted profiles froom CALIPSO.

The mainn features of B
BSC-DREAM88b, described iin [3],
are a souurce function based on the arid and sem
mi-arid
categoriess of the 1 km
m USGS land use data set, 8 size
bins withhin the 0.1 – 110 µm radius range according to
[7] are ussed to describee the size distrribution of duust and
dust radiaative feedbackks [3].
For the ppresent study,, a dust simulation of the BSCDREAM88b model is used for the period between 1
January 2008
2
and 31 December 2009 over Northern
Africa, thhe Mediterrannean and the Middle Eastt. The
initial staate of the dusst concentratioon in the moodel is
defined bby the 24-hourr forecast from
m the previouus-day
model ruun because theere are not yeet satisfactoryy three
dimensionnal dust conncentration oobservations tto be
assimilateed. Only in the “cold start” of the model on 23
Decembeer 2009 is tthe concentraation set to zero
permittingg the model several days beefore the dust event
started to spin-up the concentration. The Final Anaalyses
National Centeers of Environmental Preddiction
of the N
(FNL/NC
CEP; at 1º x 11º) at 0 UTC are used as initial
meteoroloogical conditiions and bounndary conditioons at
intervals of 6 hours. T
The resolution is set to 1/3ºº (~50
a to 24 layeers extending up to
km) in thhe horizontal and
approxim
mately 15 km inn the vertical.
The dom
main of simulaation covers thhe whole exteent of
Greece.
3.

SULTS AND DISCUSSIO
ON
RES
3.1. E
Evaluation of B
BSC-DREAM88b mean verticcal
exxtinction profi
file

In Figuree 3, we pressent the interrcomparison oof the
modelledd two-year meean vertical prrofiles of extinnction
at 550 nm
m, with the tw
wo-year mean vertical profiiles of
extinctionn at 532 nnm retrieved from CAL
LIPSO
observatioons, classifiedd as pure dustt, for the six of the
eleven loocations underr study, with focus only in
i the
days of ddust recordingss according too CALIPSO aeerosol
classification scheme. The model seeems to follow
w well
the verticcal distributionn of the dust opptical propertiies for
Within
the free trroposphere (hheights greaterr than 2km). W
the PBL, CALIPSO inndicates a dustt contribution much
C-DREAM8b.
higher thaan that of BSC
The agreeement betweeen lidar and m
model results in the
free troposphere couldd be consideered as very good,
where
except ffor Athens and Thessalooniki sites w
CALIPSO
O
undereestimates
BSC-DREAM
M8b’s

Figuure 3. Comparrison of the tw
wo-year averageed extinction
proffiles simulated by BCS-DREAM8b (red), with
w
the twoyearr averaged exttinction profilee retrieved from
m CALIPSO
observations for caases classified aas “dust” (greenn), over six of
the eleven locationns examined oveer Greece.

3.2. Validatioon of BSC-DRE
EAM8b mean AOD
Moodel’s capability to estimatte the dust laayer optical
chaaracteristics, iss further evaluuated by the caalculation of

the two-year mean AOD for each location at 550 nm
estimated by BSC-DREAM8b and its comparison with
the corresponding AOD retrieved from CALIPSO at
532 nm (Figures 4a,b), only for dust cases. The mean
AOD (derived from the mean AODs of each of the days
used) in figure 4a reports to the AOD of the column
from the first 180m up to 15km (as the first 180m of
CALIPSO’s retrievals is not to be trusted according to
CALIPSO’s quality summaries) while in figure 4b
reports to the AOD only for the free troposphere from
2km up to 15km.

with a tendency to underestimate the extinction in the
PBL. Future work will include an in-depth analysis on
the differences observed, using datasets covering
greater time periods.
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